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Popularity–Based Adaptive Content Delivery
Scheme with In-Network Caching
Jeong Yun Kim, Gyu Myoung Lee, and Jun Kyun Choi

To solve the increasing popularity of video streaming
services over the Internet, recent research activities have
addressed the locality of content delivery from a network
edge by introducing a storage module into a router. To
employ in-network caching and persistent request routing,
this paper introduces a hybrid content delivery network
(CDN) system combining novel content routers in an
underlay together with a traditional CDN server in an
overlay. This system first selects the most suitable delivery
scheme (that is, multicast or broadcast) for the content in
question and then allocates an appropriate number of
channels based on a consideration of the content’s
popularity. The proposed scheme aims to minimize traffic
volume and achieve optimal delivery cost, since the most
popular content is delivered through broadcast channels
and the least popular through multicast channels. The
performance of the adaptive scheme is clearly evaluated
and compared against both the multicast and broadcast
schemes in terms of the optimal in-network caching size
and number of unicast channels in a content router to
observe the significant impact of our proposed scheme.
Keywords: Content delivery network, in-network
caching, request routing, content popularity.
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I. Introduction
In a content delivery network (CDN), a CDN server is
traditionally used to reduce traffic on the Internet backbone by
offloading traffic requests from the origin server. However,
sitting outside networks provided by Internet service providers
(ISPs), a CDN server cannot reduce traffic on the transit or
peering links that connect the ISP network with the Internet
backbone and other ISP networks [1]. As demand for content
access and delivery over the Internet increases, innovative
CDN architectures and technologies are becoming increasingly
important to efficiently cache and distribute the surging amount
of video content.
To minimize delivery latency and inter-ISP traffic, a lot of
recent researches address localized delivery of large content
volumes from a network edge by introducing a storage module
into network entities (for example, a content router) [2]–[3]. In
other words, a content router can be allowed to provide innetwork caching and localized delivery while continuing to
support its basic features such as packet forwarding and routing.
Therefore, from the viewpoint of the design of a content router,
the optimal in-network caching size should be carefully
determined to minimize the performance degradation that
results from the introduction of such a storage module.
In general, content delivery schemes can be classified into
three major types. First, a unicast scheme does not appropriate
well at a large scale and is, therefore, not discussed further in
this paper. Second, a multicast scheme allows a number of
requests for the same content to be grouped together and
served by a single multicast stream. In a batching-based
multicast scheme [4] for example, several content requests are
delayed for a period of time before finally serving the resulting
batch via a multicast stream. In a patching-based multicast
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scheme [5]–[6], a content request is first served by a unicast
stream and then joined back to a multicast stream. Third, a
broadcast scheme [7] can broadcast content on dedicated
channels at a pre-defined schedule.
Owing to the limitations of content caching and content
delivery capabilities, content routers seem very unlikely to
cache all content. However, it would be better to cache and
deliver a prefix (that is, the beginning portion of the content), if
its length is sufficiently short. In addition, prefix caching has a
number of advantages, such as a reduction of both delivery
latency to clients and traffic volume over networks [5], [8]–[9],
particularly compared to the threshold-based multicast scheme
running on a centralized server [6], [10]. Therefore, the CDN
server can only deliver the suffix — that is the remaining
portion other than the prefix — to multiple clients through a
single multicast stream.
Our previous work in [11] showed that the performance of a
patching-based multicast scheme is much better than that of
batching-based multicast schemes. However, the former
requires that content routers perform relatively complex
processing operations. This is caused by the occurrence of
changes in suffix lengths, which is due to the variation in the
arrival times of suffix requests. Thus, compared to the latter
scheme, which has a fixed suffix length, patching-based
multicast schemes need more complex operations. Based on
this context, this paper mainly focuses on patching-based
multicast and broadcast schemes.
Proxy-assisted multicast schemes [5], which combine proxy
prefix caching with multicast schemes, such as batching and
patching, are generally known as their system control is
simpler than that of broadcast schemes. Such schemes can
collect more requests for the same content because they are
served by a single multicast stream. On the other hand, proxyassisted broadcast schemes [7] can significantly reduce the
network resource requirements as well as service latency by
broadcasting content to dedicated multicast channels. However,
most research has focused on developing multicast schemes for
generally minimizing the aggregate network bandwidth rather
than the network bandwidth consumed by only proxy servers.
The request-routing system (RRS) used in a traditional CDN
system is used to redirect client requests to the closest surrogate
by considering network proximity to provide fast delivery [2]–
[3], [12]–[13]. This paper first presents detailed operations of a
persistent RRS that can redirect all client requests for the same
content to a particular content router once the router is chosen
from the first request. Therefore, such requests can consume
only a single multicast stream during their prefix lengths,
thereby reducing the amount of network resources used. In
addition, the persistent RRS can provide a finer granularity (for
example, content chunk level) than that of the original RRS
820
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(for example, content file level).
With the persistent RRS and in-network caching, this paper
introduces a hybrid CDN system that combines novel content
routers in the underlay with the CDN server in the overlay. In
addition to this, the hybrid CDN system is capable of providing
adaptive content delivery. As an efficient delivery scheme is
adaptively selected according to content popularity for the
overall performance gain, the proposed popularity-based
content delivery scheme can significantly reduce delivery
latency and traffic volume over the network. Given the number
of multicast channels in the CDN server, we address the
problem of both minimizing the average number of channels
(the required capacity) at the content routers and determining
the optimal prefix length (that is, in-network caching size). We
also evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed
popularity-based adaptive scheme with other content delivery
schemes to highlight the fact that the proposed one clearly has
performance improvement against both the multicast and
broadcast schemes coupled with in-network caching.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
CDN system model is briefly presented in Section II. Section
III describes a popularity-based adaptive content delivery
technique with in-network caching. In Section IV, we evaluate
the performance of content delivery schemes under varying
conditions. The paper is concluded in Section V.

II. System Model
We illustrate the hybrid CDN system, which consists of an
origin server, a CDN server, a persistent RRS, and content
routers, in Fig. 1. A group of clients receiving content delivered
across networks from the CDN server through the content
routers are considered. The Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) is used for describing the requested content by its
uniform resource identifier (URI) [14]. In general, the origin
server is managed by the content provider and located in the
data center. It also stores content that is distributed to both the
CDN server and content routers before such a request is made.
Selecting best
content router
RRS

Unicast
channel

Client

Content router
Multicast
channel

In-network caching
inside content router

Distributing
content

CDN server

Origin
server

Content router
Client

Fig. 1. Hybrid CDN system architecture.
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Fig. 2. Multicast delivery scheme with in-network caching and
operation.
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Fig. 3. Broadcast delivery scheme with in-network caching and
operation.

Thus, the ISP is aware of what both the CDN server and
content routers have cached [1], [15]. The CDN server can
deliver the requested suffixes to the clients through multicast
channels. In addition, the content router is a network element
that acts as a regular router. It can also cache and deliver the innetwork caching prefix to the client, though with a buffer of
limited size, through unicast channels.
In Figs. 2 and 3, the persistent RRS is used to locate the best
content router, for a particular client, while providing the
granularity of the content chunk level in step 1. If the request is
satisfied, then the RRS can return (in step 2) a status code, such
as HTTP 300 Multiple Choices, in its response to inform the
client of the new URIs of both the content routers and the CDN
server. Such URIs also indicate the content name and its range
— namely, the content chunk. This paper fundamentally
assumes that content can be divided into two parts: a prefix and
a suffix. The client should then simultaneously reissue its prefix
and suffix requests with two or more HTTP GETs to the
content routers and CDN server, respectively. If both can return
the requested chunk (that is, prefix and suffix), then they do so
in their response. They can indicate its success with the
appropriate status code: HTTP 206 Partial Content [14]. Along
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with the status code, they include the chunk itself in their
responses.
For simplicity, we assume that the clients always request
playback from the beginning of the content and that prefixes
are always available in the content routers. The content router
can intercept client requests and deliver the prefix directly to
clients. It then contacts the CDN server to issue a request for
the suffix, and clients can, therefore, receive the remaining part
of that content by joining the suffix streams at the content
router. The content router will calculate the transmission and
reception schedules so that the time and channel for
transmitting and receiving the content are determined using the
schedules [5], [8].
For efficient usage of the bandwidth, it is important to know
of a video’s popularity. There have been various studies related
to video popularity. In [16], video popularity was reported to
follow a Zipf distribution with skew factor 0.271; that is, 80%
of the user’s demand is for about 20% of the most popular
videos and 20% of the user’s demand is for the remaining 80%
of the most popular videos. This fact helps with the design of
the efficient delivery schemes, whereby we use a broadcast
scheme for popular content and a multicast scheme for less
popular content. In this sense, we assume that content
popularity follows the Zipf distribution. Furthermore, we
assume that information about the popularity of content is
available by means of statistics and expectation.
In addition, previous studies exploring the distribution of
multimedia files in CDNs used Zipf distributions to
characterize the popularity of the different contents [5], [16].
Although the popularity of content does not exactly fit the Zipf
distribution, many researchers still adopt the Zipf approach to
model popularity in CDNs. With the aforementioned
assumption, the costs in Fig. 4 are deduced by using (9) and (15).
We assume that costs associated with content routers are
mainly linked to the delivery, rather than the caching, of
content — a fact reflected by the trend in ever-decreasing
storage costs. We also consider that there are enough channels
in the CDN system so that the probability of running out of
Video content F(1) F(2) F(3) F(4) F(5) F(6) F(7) F(8) F(9) F(10) F(11)
L
Server channel 1 F(1) F(1) F(1) F(1) F(1) F(1) F(1) F(1) F(1) F(1) F(1)
Server channel 2 F(2) F(2) F(2) F(2) F(2) F(2) F(2) F(2) F(2) F(2) F(2)
Server channel 3 F(3) F(3) F(3) F(3) F(3) F(3) F(3) F(3) F(3) F(3) F(3)
Server channel 4 F(4) F(5) F(4) F(5) F(4) F(5) F(4) F(5) F(4) F(5) F(4)
Server channel 5 F(6) F(7) F(6) F(7) F(6) F(7) F(6) F(7) F(6) F(7) F(6)
Server channel 6 F(8) F(9) F(10) F(11) F(8) F(9) F(8) F(9) F(10) F(11) F(8)

Fig. 4. Example of a fast broadcast (FB) scheme when partition
function f(ni) and number of server channels (Ki = 6) are
given.
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such channels can be neglected. Some system parameters are
identified from [17]–[19] as follows. We use Nv to denote the
number of content types in the system and S as the total
number of content routers. The available number of multicast
channels in the CDN server is denoted by Nc, and Li is the
length (in minutes) of the ith content, where 1  i  Nv. Each
request for content i arrives at content router s (1  s  S)
according to a Poisson process with a rate of i, s requests/min.
The aggregate requests for content i and the overall external
request rate are given, respectively, by

and

i   Ss1 i , s

(1)

   i .

(2)

Nv
i 1

III. Efficient Content Delivery Scheme with InNetwork Caching
1. Multicast Scheme with In-Network Caching
In the multicast scheme coupled with in-network caching, as
shown in Fig. 2, let Wi be the prefix length for content i, which
also corresponds to the patching window for in-network
caching in content routers [5]. Suffixes (of length Li) of content
are stored and delivered from the CDN server by means of
multicast channels, while prefixes (of length Wi) stored in
content servers are delivered to clients through unicast streams.
When the first request arrives in the content router in steps 3
and 4, a patching window will be started for time interval Wi.
The requests for the same content that arrive within the
window will form a group, and then a single multicast from the
CDN server is initiated by the first request and carried out to all
clients in the group. Furthermore, since the range of the suffix
always includes that of the prefix, the content router relays the
suffix request to the CDN server in step 6, whereas in response
to step 3, it issues the prefix response to the client with an
HTTP 204 No Content. With an HTTP 200 OK, the CDN
server immediately begins transmitting the suffix to the content
router in step 7, where a copy of the suffix is transmitted to
clients with an HTTP 200 in step 8.
For the following requests that arrive later than the first
request, the clients can obtain the missing initial portion
through a patching stream with an HTTP 206 in step 5. At the
same time, they will obtain the rest of the content by tuning to
an ongoing multicast stream with an HTTP 206 in step 8. Once
clients start to receive the content from a multicast channel, a
patching stream will be released after receiving the missing
part that the CDN server cannot transmit to the client. The
patching stream is, therefore, “transient” in nature and of a
short duration. For requests for the same content within the
822
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window, the content router repeatedly copies the suffix in
proportion to the number of requests and then transmits it to the
clients [14].
For the first request that arrives after the end of the patching
window, it initiates a new window whereby the same
operations should be repeated. Therefore, the average interval
between successive multicast streams is given by Wi + 1/i.
The required number of multicast channels for the ith content is
given by
Li
Mi 
,
1  i  Nv .
(3)
Wi  1/ i
Since the expected prefix length of the patching stream is
Wi /2, the total average number of channels allocated to the
content routers is given by
U M   iNv1

1
 i  Wi .
2

(4)

The problem of minimizing the total average number of
channels allocated to the content routers is solved by
determining the optimal value of Wi, subject to the constraint
N
 i v1 M i  N c . Since Li is the length of content i, we always
have Li  Wi  0, and then Mi  0 from (3). Given positive
constants, the following optimization problem is formulated:
1
 i  Wi ,
2

( P1) min  i v1
N

subject to



Nv
i 1

(5)

M i  N c , M i  0, 1  i  N v .

The optimization problem (P1) has a unique optimal solution
that can be obtained analytically. It follows from (3) that
Wi 

Li
1
 ,
M i i

1  i  Nv .

(6)

By substituting (5) for (6), the problem (P1) can be rewritten as
( P 2) min  i v1
N

subject to



Nv
i 1

i
2

(

Li
1
 ),
M i i

(7)

M i  N c , M i  0, 1  i  N v .

When the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) condition of (P2) is
given, we can solve the optimal prefix length by setting
(P2)/Mi = 0 and using the Lagrangian multipliers with
respect to the equality constraint and inequality constraints. In
our system model, we derived the optimal prefix length in (8)
that minimizes the average number of channels allocated to the
content routers for each content i from (P2). The optimal prefix
length, which indicates the in-network caching size in the
content routers, is given by
Wi 

i  Li   kN1 k  Lk 1
 .
i  N c
i
v

(8)
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From (3), we find that there is a trade-off between the prefix
length and the number of multicast channels because having
longer prefixes reduces the necessary number of multicast
channels of the CDN server but increases the number of
unicast channels of the content router. By combining (4) and
(8), when in-network caching size Wi is cached in the content
routers, the total average number of channels allocated to the
content routers for content i is given by
   L   kNv 1 k  Lk 1 
U M   iNv1  i i
 .
2  Nc
2 


(9)

2. Broadcast Scheme with In-Network Caching
Broadcast schemes, in general, are wasteful when the arrival
rate is not high enough, since a broadcast channel is scheduled
independent of any user request and dedicated to a video
content [7], [20]–[21]. On the other hand, a broadcast scheme
coupled with in-network caching, as shown in Fig. 3, not only
significantly reduces the CDN server and network resource
requirements but is also capable of immediately providing
service to a large number of clients by taking advantage of innetwork caching available at the content routers.
Before initiating the requests to the content routers, the CDN
server periodically broadcasts video content to the content
routers through a number of dedicated broadcast channels, as
shown in Fig. 3. When the first request arrives in the content
router in steps 3 and 4, it immediately joins an appropriate
broadcast channel without waiting for the beginning of the next
broadcast period in step 6. With an HTTP 206 OK, the content
router immediately begins transmitting a copy of the suffix to
the client (step 7). At the same time, the content router sends a
response including the missing prefix of the video content with
an HTTP 206 to the client (step 5).
For the subsequent requests, the same operations should be
repeated as such. Once clients start to consume the content
from a broadcast channel, a patching stream will be released
and the client keeps playing the remaining part from the
broadcast channel.
FB is chosen to broadcast the video content in the system
model because of the simplicity of the control system among
broadcast schemes. The FB model [7], [21] has been
introduced to address the scalability issue of video content
delivery. The scheme makes the server I/O bandwidth usage
independent of the number of clients at the expense of a
bounded user waiting time.
The partition function f(ni), used to partition the video
content into some segments, represents the relative length of
each segment for content i. The FB divides the video content
into a geometrical series of (1, 2, 4, … , 2ni –1), where ni is the
ETRI Journal, Volume 36, Number 5, October 2014
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number of broadcast channels for content i at the CDN server
[7], [20]. We assume that the network bandwidth on the client
side is only sufficient to support two channels at the same time.
It is the same condition in the case of the multicast scheme. To
satisfy this condition, the partition function f (ni) of an FB is
slightly modified by
1

f (ni )  2
2 f (n  2)
i


ni  1, 2, 3,
ni  4, 5,

(10)

ni  5.

An example of an FB scheme is shown in Fig. 4, where
partition function f(ni) and number of server channels (Ki = 6)
are given. Channel 1 broadcasts the first segment F(1)
periodically, Channels 2 and 3 periodically broadcast segments
F(2) and F(3), respectively. Channels 4 and 5 periodically
broadcast the next two segments; that is, F(4), F(5) and F(6),
F(7), respectively. Channel 6 periodically broadcasts the next
four segments; that is, F(8), F(9), F(10), and F(11). The length
of each segment is Fi for content i.
By adding two initial segments, a client can join only one
broadcast channel while receiving the patching stream from the
content router. For simplicity of exposition, we define the
summation of the partition function h(ni) when the number of
the server channel is Ki for content i.

h(ni )   n 1
Ki
i

1

2

f (ni )  3
 ( ni  4)/ 2
 6)  1
(2
(2( ni  5)/ 2  8)  1


ni  1,
ni  2,
ni  3,
ni  3, ni mod 2  0,
ni  3, ni mod 2  1.

(11)
Consider video content whose length is Li. Given the
partition function f(ni), suppose the number of broadcast
channels at the CDN server Ki is dedicated to broadcast video
content i and let Fi denote the length of the first broadcast
segment at the content routers. From the definition of the
partition function, we then have
Li  Fi  nKi i1 f (ni )  Fi  h(ni ).

(12)

By setting the first segment of the suffix broadcast equal in
size to the prefix length, the bandwidth usage on the long-haul
path can be substantially reduced [7], [20]. From (12), we can
see that there is a trade-off between the number of broadcast
channels and the length of the first segment (that is, in-network
caching size), since a smaller number of dedicated CDN server
channels, Ki, will result in a larger first broadcast segment, Fi.
To minimize the average number of channels allocated to
content routers, the length of first segment (that is, in-network
caching size) should be minimized. This leads to the following
Jeong Yun Kim et al.
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optimization problem:
1
( P3) min U B   i 1  i  Fi ,
2
Nv

subject to



Nv
i 1

(13)

K i  N c , K i  0, 1  i  N v .

Using the trade-off between the first segment length, Fi, and
the number of CDN server channels, Ki, (P3) is rewritten by
1
N 1
( P 4) min U B   i v1  i  Li 
,
2
h( K i )
subject to



Nv
i 1

K i  N c , K i  0, 1  i  N v .

When the KKT condition of (P4) is given, we can solve the
optimal caching size Fi by setting (P4)/Fi = 0 and using the
Lagrangian multipliers with respect to the equality constraint.
One of these channels transmits only the first segment of the
video content. The other channels transmit the remaining
segments through their dedicated broadcast channels. The
number of concurrent accesses to a CDN server is limited by
the number of supportable multicast streams, Ki.
From (P4), the number of dedicated channels of the CDN
server that minimize the length of the first segment is then
given by


2 Nc / 2
K i   2  log 2 [i  ( Nv )1/ Nv ] .
i 1 i



(14)

By combining (12) and (13), when in-network caching size
Fi is cached on the content routers, the total average number of
channels allocated to the content routers for content i is given
by (15) and depends on the number of CDN server channels.
1
  i  Li
2
 1 i  Li
 
2 2
N v  1 i  Li
U B   i 1  
2 3
i  Li
1
 2  ( Ki  4)/ 2
(2
 6)  1

1
i  Li
  ( Ki 5)/ 2
 8)  1
 2 (2

K i  1,
K i  2,
K i  3,

(15)

K i  3, K i mod 2  0,
K i  3, K i mod 2  1.

3. Adaptive Scheme Based on Content Popularity
For efficient content delivery, it is important to know the
popularity of the content in question. We assume that content,
ranked according to popularity, can be divided into two groups;
the content having mean arrival rates 1, 2, … , Nv,
respectively, where Nv denotes the rank index of popularity.
Since a broadcast scheme is scheduled independent of any
824
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Given number of server channels, Nc and number of content types, Nv
Determine number of channels and types allocated to broadcast, l and k
for all content request i do
if cost of broadcast, UB < cost of multicast, UM then
k=k+1
end if
end for
for all content request i  k do
l = l + Ki
end while
Determine number of channels and types allocated to multicast, Nc – l and Nv – k
Content 0  i  k with number of channels l belong to Broadcast
Content k+1  i  Nv with number of channels Nc – l belong to Multicast

Fig. 5. Selection algorithm for determining the most suitable
delivery scheme.

user request, the most popular content is likely to be
transmitted through periodic broadcasting. On the other hand,
the least popular content is, preferably, transmitted through
multicasting because a multicast scheme will be scheduled
only when the content is requested [21]. Therefore, the
broadcasting of each video content demands one or more
channels dedicated to it, while the video content delivered
through multicasting usually share a pool of channels of the
CDN server.
Owing to the skewed popularity, even among the most
popular video content, a CDN system needs to be designed for
carefully selecting an appropriate content delivery scheme and
intelligently allocating resources between the content routers
and CDN server. To account for the skewed popularity, we
propose an efficient content delivery technique, called a
popularity-based adaptive content delivery scheme, that selects
either a broadcast scheme or a multicast scheme by considering
content’s popularity. The proposed adaptive content delivery
scheme broadcasts the most popular content using the
broadcast scheme, while delivering the least most popular
content using the multicast scheme.
Given the total number of available channels (the capacity)
of the CDN server, distributing them for individual
broadcasting and the multicasting pool so as to achieve the
optimal content delivery cost is a nonlinear optimization
problem. The popularity-based adaptive scheme aims to
minimize the average total number of unicast channels and the
average caching size of the content routers, using dynamic
programming, for a group of video content with highly skewed
popularity. Depending on the relative popularity of the content,
the adaptive content delivery scheme selects the most suitable
delivery scheme for all content, and then it allocates the
appropriate number of channels to each.
By taking advantage of the selection algorithm for
determining the most suitable delivery scheme (see Fig. 5), the
proposed adaptive scheme classifies the Nv pieces of content
ETRI Journal, Volume 36, Number 5, October 2014
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( P5) min



i 1

subject to



i 1

0  k  Nv
0 l  Nc

k

k

 i  Li   Nv

 j  Lj
Li
1
N
j  k 1
  i vk 1  
 1 ,

Nc  l
2 h( K i )
2 



i



Ki  l ,



Nv
i  k 1

35
Average in-network caching size [Wi (min)]

into two groups according to their popularity; namely, the most
popular content (0  k  Nv) and the least popular content
(Nv – k). The former group is assigned 0  l  Nc channels for
fast broadcasting, and the latter group is assigned the remaining
Nc – l channels for multicasting. Note that one of these groups
will not exist if k = 0, Nv.
Once the specific values of k and l are calculated using the
selection algorithm, the number of broadcast channels and
multicast channels are determined by replacing Nv and Nc with
k and l in (9) and (14). By applying either a multicast scheme
or a broadcast scheme in consideration of content popularity,
the minimum average number of channels of the content
routers for the proposed adaptive scheme can then be achieved
using the following dynamic programming formulation (P5):
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Fig. 6. Average in-network caching size inside content routers via
a multicast scheme for different number of CDN server
channels.

M i  N c  l , K i  0, M i  0, 1  i  N v .

(16)

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
content delivery scheme, comparing to a multicast and a
broadcast scheme with in-network caching. As many
researchers [3], [22] have only showed performance gains over
the core network for the introduction of content routers with innetwork caching and different delivery schemes, we focus on
performance from the perspective of in-network caching size,
the number of streaming channels of content routers, and the
number of streaming channels of the CDN server.
The performance analysis is based on the following system
parameters: s = 10, Nv = 200, Nc = 800 to 1,000, Li = 90 min,
 = 500 requests/min, and i   / (i1  Njv11 / j1 )
requests/min for i = 1, 2, … , Nv. The relative popularity of the
content follows a Zipf distribution with a skew factor of
 = 0.271. The above system parameters are still effective
unless noted otherwise. Without loss of generality, let i > j
for 1  i < j  Nv; that is, content popularity decreases in
accordance with the index. Here, the rank indexes 1 and Nv
denote the most- and least-popular, respectively. The ranking
index of content popularity 1  i  Nv indicating the popularity,
is used on the x-axis instead of the arrival rate, i, since it can
help to clearly understand the different in-network caching size
on the y-axis. The values on the x-axis in the following figures
indicate the ranking index of the content popularity,
corresponding to arrival rate i in Figs. 6–8.
Figure 6 compares the optimal average in-network caching
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IV. Performance Analysis
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Fig. 7. Average in-network caching size inside content routers via
a broadcast scheme for different number of CDN server
channels.

size of a multicast scheme for different numbers of CDN server
channels (Nc = 800, 900, and 1,000), leading to a minimization
of the number of unicast patching channels allocated to content
routers. The number of CDN server channels is chosen within
the range of the aforementioned Nc values to clearly
differentiate the performance of multicast and broadcast
schemes, since the latter always outperforms the former when
Nc is larger than 1,100. As the content popularity decreases, a
larger caching size is gradually needed. The caching size
changes from 5 (min) to 33 (min) for different numbers of
CDN server channels at arrival rate  = 500 (requests/min).
With delivering the caching portion of the least popular content
from content routers, the required capacity of the CDN server
for the least popular content is reduced. The gain can, therefore,
Jeong Yun Kim et al.
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Fig. 8. Average in-network caching size inside content routers via
the popularity-based adaptive content delivery scheme for
different number of CDN server channels.

be used to deliver the more popular content. On the other hand,
the caching portion of the most popular content decreases as
the number of CDN server channels increases. From the above
observation, we identify that a trade-off exists between the
capacity of the content router and the CDN server.
Figure 7 shows the optimal average in-network caching size
of a broadcast scheme for different numbers of CDN server
channels, minimizing the number of unicast patching channels
allocated to content routers. Similar to a multicast scheme, the
caching size increased in step-up style. The caching size
changes from 1 (min) to 45 (min) for different numbers of
CDN server channels at arrival rate  = 500 (requests/min).
Compared to a multicast scheme, the caching size is smaller for
content of high popularity but is larger for content of low
popularity. The largest occurring caching size, Fi = 45 (min),
was equal to half of its content’s playback time. The storage
capacity of content routers is mainly occupied by the least
popular content.
Figure 8 illustrates the optimal average in-network caching
size of the popularity-based adaptive content delivery scheme
for different numbers of CDN server channels, minimizing the
number of unicast patching channels allocated to content
routers. We observe that the proposed adaptive scheme requires
a total average storage of 3,158 (min), whereas the multicast
scheme requires 3,939 (min) and the broadcast scheme
requires 3,265 (min) for all content when the number of CDN
server channels is 1,000. The proposed adaptive scheme
improves the required storage capacity of the content routers
compared to the multicast and broadcast schemes by about
19% and 3%, respectively. From Fig. 5 and (16), the proposed
adaptive scheme switches over from a broadcast scheme to a
multicast scheme when popularity rank index i is between 154
826
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the average number of unicast patching
channels for different numbers of CDN server channels.
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Fig. 10. Average in-network caching size inside content routers
via a multicast scheme for different number of CDN
server channels.

and 200. We can, therefore, achieve the optimal in-network
caching size when applying the proposed adaptive scheme
since the caching size of the broadcast scheme suddenly
increases from popularity index rank 154, compared to that of
the multicast scheme.
The performance of the proposed scheme is compared for all
content in terms of the average numbers of channels allocated
to the content routers, as shown in Fig. 9. The proposed
adaptive scheme requires an average of 2,236 channels at the
content routers, whereas the multicast and broadcast schemes
require 3,522 and 2,270 channels, respectively. By applying the
proposed adaptive scheme, we can reduce the required number
of channels compared to the other schemes by up to 36%.
Figure 10 illustrates a comparison of the average total innetwork caching size allocated to the content routers for
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for all content, depending on the relative popularity. We
showed that the proposed scheme provides a notable
performance gain against both the multicast and broadcast
schemes coupled with in-network caching in terms of the
optimal in-network caching size and number of unicast
channels in a content router.
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